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QUESTION 1

You are the program manager of the HNG Program. This program has a budget at completion of $2,345,900 and is
expected to last two years. The program is currently 30 percent complete and you have spent $789,000. The program is
supposed to be 35 percent complete but do to some delays you\\'re slightly behind schedule. Based on this information,
how many pennies is the program losing per dollar invested in the program work? 

A. 17 

B. 11 

C. 15 

D. 14 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a program manager for an environmental program. The program involves installation of windmill across the
country. During execution of the project, a stakeholder raises a change request to add an additional module with the
existing installation. The program governance board has approved the change request. Which of the following is true
regarding this scenario? 

A. The new Program Master Schedule is created containing the approved changes. 

B. Separate project is made to ensure that the approved changes are included in the program. 

C. Project charter is upgraded to include the approved changes in the program. 

D. The Program Master Schedule is updated to reflect the changes. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

The program manager of a multinational program must reconcile data including subject matter experts\\' labor hour
estimates, and other direct resource hour estimates. In addition, the program manager must prepare the cash flow
analysis. Which of the following should be considered to get a baseline budget? 

A. Currency exchange rates 

B. Component cost estimates 

C. Baseline schedule 

D. Program payment schedules 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

To meet growth expectations and its board\\'s mandate, an organization drafts a new business strategy to meet future
challenges and put the business on track. Key to the new strategy is upgrading the IT infrastructure and strategic
direction by transitioning from an on-premise to a cloud-based computing platform that will optimize costs and offer
scalability, performance, and high availability. 

To appropriately plan for program success, what should the program manager do to engage stakeholders? 

A. Outline how stakeholders will be engaged using the stakeholder register and stakeholder map. 

B. Understand the organizational culture and politics, the overall program impact, and program-related stakeholder
concerns. 

C. Identify and clearly outline stakeholders\\' key requirements and expected benefits to create a framework that
addresses ongoing program activities and stakeholder needs. 

D. Capture stakeholder issues and concerns in the issue log to help the program team understand stakeholder feedback
and manage them to closure. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Your program is to construct a new condo building in Chicago. You and the project managers are working together to
define the project assumptions about the program. Which one of the following is an example of an assumption for this
program? 

A. Deadlines for project milestones 

B. Building codes 

C. A predetermined program budget 

D. Weather 

Correct Answer: D 
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